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Luxury goods conglomerate LVMH Mot Hennessy Louis Vuitton is introducing new requirements for its crocodilian
leather sourcing, as the group continues its quest to be more transparent about animal welfare and other
sustainability issues.

LVMH plans to have all the farms supplying its exotic leather tannery certified by its new standards by 2020.
Affluents are expecting more transparency and public initiatives from luxury brands as they grow more aware of
environmental issues.
"Affluent consumers increasingly care about sustainability and animal welfare," said Chris Ramey, president of
Affluent Insights, Miami. "Luxury brands lead by setting higher standards."
Mr. Ramey is not affiliated with LVMH, but agreed to comment as an industry expert. LVMH was reached for
comment.
Leather sourcing
In 2011, LVMH took its first steps to managing its full supply chain of crocodilian leather by acquiring a Singaporean
exotic leather tannery, Heng Long.
In addition to supplying LVMH brands, Heng Long also works with other companies in the luxury business. T he
tannery was certified by the Leather Working Group in 2017 because of its high-quality working conditions and
environmental practices.

LVMH's Fendi sells Peekaboo handbags in crocodile leather. Image credit: Fendi
Heng Long has also been working with scientists, veterinarians and partner farms to improve the conditions for
breeding crocodiles. T hese years of research are the basis for LVMH's new standards for livestock production.
T he new guidelines also reflect input from the International Union for Conservation of Nature's Crocodile Specialist
Group and NSF International.
Although tannery traceability requirements were already in place, LVMH's new standard has four primary tenets.
T hese include environment protections, safe working conditions on farms, animal welfare across all life stages,
species preservation and respect for local communities.
Animal welfare encompasses the handling, veterinary intervention on site, quality of living space and feeding of the
crocodiles.
T hree of Heng Long's 20 farm suppliers have already been certified by NSF International as meeting these
requirements. Farms in Australia, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Kenya, the Philippines and the United States currently supply
the tannery.
Later this year, LVMH plans to share an updated global strategy for the total animal sourcing as part of its LVMH
Initiatives For the Environment program.
In 2017, the People for the Ethical T reatment of Animals purchased stock in LVMH to highlight its opposition to the
conglomerate's use of exotic leathers.
PET A's decision to buy stock in LVMH comes after the animal rights organization released a film expos on the
cruelty inflicted on crocodiles to harvest their skins for leather goods such as handbags and footwear. T hrough its
stake holding, PET A hopes that it can push LVMH to end exotic-skin sales from within the corporation (see story).
As of now, LVMH is pushing a more conscientious strategy for its crocodilian leather sourcing without eliminating
its production entirely. Other luxury labels, however, are moving towards a future without exotic leathers.
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In late 2018, French fashion label Chanel publicly announced that it would discontinue use of exotic skins, as well

as furs, and shift resources towards the development of alternative materials.
Sustainability is so profoundly consequential in luxury manufacturing today that the CEO of Kering's Bottega Veneta
believes leather in the future will likely be completely synthesized. During the Cond Nast International Luxury
Conference, Claus-Dietrich Lahrs stated that he believed in the far future, leather will no longer come from actual
animals, in a more humane form of fashion (see story).
"It's a sensitive issue as Chanel and other luxury brands are moving away from exotic animal pelts," Mr. Ramey said.
Sustainability push?
Luxury companies including LVMH must continue to address environmental challenges as climate change impacts
the industry.
According to a report by the Business for Social Responsibility (BSR) and members of its Responsible Luxury
Initiative, companies should protect resources by using less and recycling more, using business strategies and
philanthropic efforts to positively benefit society and being transparent about their progress to engage more
investors and consumers.
Luxury brands, particularly in fashion, are encouraged to invest in the protection and restoration of crucial
ecosystems. T his will help keep raw materials, such as leather, available for those same luxury retailers (see story).
T he fashion and leather goods sector continues to be LVMH's biggest driver, with the category seeing a 20 percent
increase in revenue for the third quarter of 2018.
LVMH's fashion and leather goods revenues totaled 13 billion euros, or $15 billion at current exchange, in the first
nine months of 2018, compared to 10.8 billion euros, or $12.4 billion in 2017 (see story).
"Luxury brands win thoughtful affluent customers only if they demonstrate the highest level of responsibility to
working conditions and animal welfare," Mr. Ramey said. "A luxury brand's benevolence has to be more compelling
than detractors who believe meat shouldn't be eaten, leather shouldn't be worn and animals shouldn't entertain."
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